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Cekamon Saws Newsletter
This newsletter includes i.e.:
- Cekamon Saws supports Alpe d'Huzes
- Sale! Circular Saws
- Practical case

>> Again lawsuit EPAL-licence
In October, EPAL and the Dutch branch NEDERPAL filed another lawsuit against two European
pallet repair companies. They accused them from repairing EUR/EPAL pallets without following the
EPAL guidelines. Cekamon Saws offers solutions to repair pallets according the EPAL guidelines.
For example the Cekamon Pallet Stacker can be completed with a nail gun which shoots an EPALlicence nail into the pallet. Do you want to know more about these solutions? Please contact us.

>> Cekamon Saws supports Alpe d’HuZes
In 2013 Cekamon Saws will support Alpe d’HuZes. The Alpe d’HuZes is an event where
participants raise funds in order to contribute the struggle to overcome cancer. In one day the
participants climb the legendary mountain in France: Alpe d’Huez, by bicycle or walking. Alpe
d’HuZes ensures that 100% of the funds will benefit research. One of the owners of Cekamon
Saws will challenge, with a team, the top of the Alpe d’Huez. In several ways Cekamon Saws will
support this action in 2013.

>> Practical case: sorting line
In October we went to Germany to place a sorting line at Flottman (D). This installation shows that
a solution for sorting pallets can be very simple. With this installation of Cekamon Saws employees
don’t have to lift pallets anymore. The sorting is faster and can be done by one employee. Now they
sort 250 pallets per hour instead of 150.

>>Sale! Circular Saws
Circular saws sale at Cekamon Saws. While Supplies Last! You can buy different sizes of
circular blades at Cekamon Saws. Do you need another size? Call us.
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Units in
Discription
stock
Nail resistant heavy duty
4
circular saws
Nail resistant heavy duty
10
circular saws
2
Nail free wood
7
Nail free wood
1
Wood with little nail residues
7
Wood with little nail residues
2
Wood with little nail residues

Price p.s.
€20,€30,€20,€30,€10,€40,€45,-

While Supplies Last!

The employees of Cekamon Saws wish
you a Merry Christmas and
a successful 2013!

Request for information

Contact

If you want to start saving thousands of Pounds a year in
pallet costs and pallet wood purchases, contact us for a
tailor-made offer!

Cekamon Saws BV
Kalkoenweg 40
NL - 3851 SC Ermelo
Tel: +31 341-550038
Fax: +31 341-550125
info@cekamonsaws.nl
www.cekamonsaws.nl

